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Abstract
Which planning mechanisms enable agents to coordinate their actions,
and what if anything do these tell us about the nature of collective
agency? On the leading, best developed account, Michael Bratman’s,
collective agency is explained in terms of interconnected planning. For
our plans to be interconnected is for them to concern not just facts
about our environment and goals but also facts about each others’
plans. is chapter contrasts interconnected with parallel planning.
In parallel planning, we each individually plan all of our actions and
so are in a position to conceive of our own and each other’s actions
as parts of a single plan or exercises of a single ability. (e very idea
of parallel planning may initially seem incoherent; the chapter examines this issue.) Could parallel rather than interconnected planning
underpin collective agency? Some considerations in favour of a positive answer are provided by appeal to recent evidence on the role of
motor representation in coordinating exercises of collective agency.
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1. Introduction
Which planning mechanisms enable agents to coordinate their actions, and
what if anything do these tell us about the nature of collective agency? In
this chapter I shall address these questions. But ﬁrst I want to step back
and consider how we might get a pre-theoretical ﬁx on a notion of collective
agency.
In everyday life we exercise agency both individually and collectively.
Now Hannah is climbing the tree alone but later she will return with Lucas
and they will exercise collective agency in climbing the tree together. When
two or more people dance or walk together, when they kiss, when they move
a rock together or when they steal a spaceship together—then, typically, they
are exercising collective agency. But what is collective agency? Fortunately
philosophers have oﬀered some suggestions. Unfortunately philosophers
have oﬀered many diﬀerent, wildly incompatible suggestions about collective agency.1 Do we just have to pick a view and hope for the best, or can
we get a ﬁx on the notion in advance of choosing a favourite philosopher?

2. ree Contrasts
One way to anchor our thinking is by contrasting paradigm cases involving collective agency with cases that are as similar as possible but do not
involve collective agency.2 Suppose lots of commuters pile into an elevator
and, because of their combined weight, cause it to get stuck. en they have
collectively broken the elevator, and this is something they have done together. (is story is not one in which each commuter enters the elevator
alone on a diﬀerent occasion and causes it to get stuck.) It does not follow that their actions involve collective agency. Aer all, there are diﬀerent
ways we could extend the story, not all of which involve collective agency.
First, we could extend the story by specifying that each individual is acting
alone, unconcerned about the others. In fact, each commuter might have
aempted to prevent others from geing into the elevator. In this case, the
1

Recent contributions include Bratman (2014); Gilbert (1990); Galloi (2011); Gold and
Sugden (2007); Kutz (2000); Ludwig (2007); Miller (2001); Schmid (2009); Searle (1990);
Seemann (2009); Smith (2011); Tuomela and Miller (1988); Tuomela (2005).
Even the terminology is fraught with pitfalls. I take ‘collective agency’ and ‘shared
agency’ to be synonymous; likewise ‘collective action’ and ‘joint action’. Use of the term
‘collective’ occasionally cues audiences to expect discussion of large-scale activities, although in this chapter ‘collective’ should be understood, as it is in discussions of plural
prediction, as contrasting with ‘distributive’ (see, e.g., Linnebo 2005).
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e use of contrast cases to draw conclusions about collective agency is not new (compare
Searle 1990). e strategy is familiar from Pears (1971), who used contrast cases to argue
that whether something is an ordinary, individual action depends on its antecedents.
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commuters only exercise merely individual agency in parallel. For a second
way of extending the story, imagine a case that is as similar as possible except that the people involved are not really commuters but are accomplices
of a master criminal posing as commuters. In accordance with an earlier
agreement they made, they all pile into the elevator in order to put it out of
order during a robbery. is would typically involve an exercise of collective
agency on the part of the accomplices.
Contrasting the genuine commuters with the criminal accomplices indicates something about what collective agency isn’t. It indicates that our
exercising collective agency cannot be a maer only of our doing something
together, nor only of there being something that we collectively do.3
At this point one might easily be struck by the thought that there is one
goal to which each criminal accomplice’s actions are directed, namely the
breaking of the elevator. Since none of the genuine commuters aim to break
the elevator, perhaps this gives us a handle on collective agency. Can we say
that collective agency is involved where there is a single outcome to which
several agents’ actions are all directed?
Unfortunately we probably cannot. To see why not, consider a second
pair of contrasting cases. In the ﬁrst case, two friends decide to paint a particular bridge red together and then do so in a way typical of friends doing
things together. is is a case involving collective agency. But now consider another case. Two strangers each independently intend to paint a large
bridge red. More exactly, each intends that her painting grounds4 or partially
grounds5 the bridge’s being painted red. ey start at either end and slowly
cover the bridge in red paint working their ways towards the middle where
they meet. Because the bridge is large and they start from diﬀerent ends, the
two strangers have no idea of each other’s involvement until they meet in the
middle. Nor did they expect that anyone else would be involved in painting
the bridge red. is indicates that they were not exercising collective agency.
Contrasting the two painting episodes, the friends’ and the strangers’,
indicates that our exercising collective agency cannot be just a maer of
there being a single outcome to which each of our actions is directed. Aer
3

If this is right, Gilbert is wrong that ‘[t]he key question in the philosophy of collective
action is simply … under what conditions are two or more people doing something together?’ (Gilbert 2010, p. 67).

4

Events D1 , … Dn ground E just if: D1 , … Dn and E occur; D1 , … Dn are each part of
E; and every event that is a part of E but does not overlap D1 , … Dn is caused by some
or all of D1 , … Dn . is notion of grounding is adapted from Pietroski (1998).

5

Event D partially grounds event E if there are events including D which ground E. (So
any event which grounds E thereby also partially grounds E; I nevertheless describe
actions as ‘grounding or partially grounding’ events for emphasis.) Specifying the intentions in terms of grounding ensures that it is possible for both people to succeed in
painting the bridge, as well as for either of them to succeed alone.
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all, this feature is common to both painting episodes, the friends’ and the
strangers’, but only the former involves collective agency.
What are we missing? If we want to try to keep things simple (as I think
we should), a natural consideration is that the friends painting the bridge
red care in some way about who is involved in the painting whereas the
strangers do not. Maybe what is needed for collective agency is not just a
single outcome to which all agents’ actions are directed but also some speciﬁcation of whose actions are supposed to bring this outcome about. Consider
this view:
e Simple View. Collective agency is involved where there is a
single outcome, G, and several agents’ actions are all directed to
the following end: they, these agents, bring about this outcome,
G, together.
Note the appeal to togetherness in specifying the end to which each agents’
actions are directed. Is this circular? No. As we saw in discussing the ﬁrst
contrast (the one with the elevator), there can be something we are doing
collectively and together without our exercising any collective agency at all.
One way—perhaps not the only way—to meet the condition imposed
by the Simple View involves intention: the condition is met where several
agents are acting in part because6 each intends that they, these agents, bring
about G together. In the case of the friends painting the bridge red, the idea
is that each would intend that they, the two of them, paint the bridge red
together.
e Simple View does enable us to distinguish the two painting episodes:
the friends painting the bridge exercise collective agency and their actions
are each directed to an end involving them both, whereas this is untrue of
the strangers. But is the view right?
Probably not. We can see why not by adapting an example from Gilbert
and Bratman. Contrast two friends walking together in the ordinary way,
which paradigmatically involves collective agency, with a situation where
two gangsters are walking together but each is forcing the other. It works
like this. e ﬁrst gangster pulls a gun on the second gangster and says, sincerely, ‘Let’s walk!’ Simultaneously, the second does the same to the ﬁrst.
Each intends that they, these two gangsters, walk together. is ensures that
the condition imposed by the Simple View is met. Yet no collective agency is
involved. At least, it should be clear that no collective agency is involved unless you think the central events of Reservoir Dogs involve collective agency
(Tarantino 1992).
6

Here I ignore complexities involved in accurately specifying how events must be related to intentions in order for the events to involve exercises of collective agency; these
parallel the complexities involved in the case of ordinary, individual agency. (On the
individual case, see Chisholm 1966.)
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Contrasting the ordinary way of walking together with what we might
call walking together in the Tarantino sense indicates that the Simple View
is too simple. Apparently we cannot distinguish actions involving collective
agency just by appeal to there being an outcome where several agents’ actions are directed to the end that they, these agents, bring about that outcome
together.7
Maybe this is too quick. Maybe we should be neutral about whether
there is no collective agency involved when the gangsters walk together in
the Tarantino sense. It should be clear, of course, that there is a contrast with
respect to collective agency between the ordinary way of walking together
and walking together in the Tarantino sense. But what can we infer from this
contrast? Suppose we are neutral on whether there are degrees of collective
agency, or on whether there are multiple kinds of it. en we cannot infer
from the contrast that no collective agency is involved in walking together in
the Tarantino sense. e contrast may be due to a diﬀerence in degree or kind
rather than to an absence of collective agency. So rather than saying that the
Simple View does not allow us to distinguish actions involving collective
agency from actions that do not, it would be safer to say that this view does
not enable us to make all the distinctions with respect to collective agency
that we need to make.
In any case, the Simple View cannot be the whole story about collective
agency. Focus on cases like two friends walking together or painting a bridge
together in the ordinary way. To introduce an arbitrary label, let alpha collective agency be the kind or degree of collective agency involved in cases
such as these. (And if there are no kinds or degrees of collective agency,
let alpha collective agency be collective agency.) What distinguishes exercises of alpha collective agency from exercises of other kinds or degrees of
collective agency (if there are any) and from parallel but merely individual
exercises of agency?

3. Bratman’s Proposal
e best developed and most inﬂuential proposal is due to Michael Bratman.
Others defend conceptually radical proposals, proposals which involve introducing novel aitudes distinct from intentions (e.g. Searle 1990), novel
subjects distinct from ordinary, individual subjects (e.g. Schmid 2009), or
novel kinds of reasoning (e.g. Gold and Sugden 2007). Bratman’s proposal
aims to be, as he puts it, conceptually conservative. He proposes that we
can give suﬃcient conditions for what I am calling alpha collective agency
merely by adding to the Simple View.
7

is argument is adapted from Bratman’s (1992, pp. 132–4; 2014, pp. 48–52).
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e key part of Bratman’s proposal is straightforward.8 It is not just
that we each intend that we, you and I, perform the action (as the Simple
View requires); further, we must have, and act on, intentions about these
intentions. As Bratman writes:
‘each agent does not just intend that the group perform the […]
joint action.9 Rather, each agent intends as well that the group
perform this joint action in accordance with subplans (of the intentions in favor of the joint action) that mesh’ (1992, p. 332).
is appeal to interlocking intentions enables Bratman to avoid counterexamples like the Tarantino walkers. If I am acting on an intention that we
walk by way of your intention that we walk, I can’t rationally also point a
gun at you and coerce you to walk.
Why not? If you are doing something by way of an intention to do that
very thing, then, puing any special cases aside, I can’t succeed in coercing
you to do it. (True, I might be coercing you to intend to do it; but that is
diﬀerent from coercing you to do it. Aer all, someone in a particularly contrary mood might coherently coerce you to intend to do something while
simultaneously preventing you from acting.) Accordingly, if I intend both
that we walk by way of your intention that we walk and by way of my coercing you to walk, then I have intentions which cannot both be fulﬁlled.
Since the incompatibility of these intentions in any particular case is, on reﬂection, obvious enough to me, I can’t rationally have this combination of
intentions unless perhaps I am unreﬂective or ignorant.
Bratman’s proposal hinges on adding second- to ﬁrst-order intentions
(give or take some common knowledge, interdependence and other details
that need not concern us here). On the face of it, it would be surprising if
this worked. Aer all, one of the lessons from a parallel debate concerning
ordinary, individual agency appears to be that if something can’t be captured
with ﬁrst-order mental states, invoking second-order mental states will not
suﬃce to capture it either (compare Watson 1975, pp. 108–9 on Frankfurt
1971). Relatedly, anyone familiar with a certain drama surrounding Grice
on meaning would have to be quite optimistic to bet on Bratman’s proposal.
Nevertheless, to my knowledge no one has yet succeeded in showing that
Bratman’s proposal is wrong.
8

His proposal has been reﬁned and elaborated over more than two decades (for three
snapshots, compare Bratman 1992, p. 338; Bratman 1997, p. 153; and Bratman 2014, p.
84). Here I skip the details; the discussion in this chapter applies to all versions.
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It may be tempting to think that invoking joint action here is somehow circular. But
Bratman is using ‘joint action’ as I am using ‘collective action’; and, as illustrated in
Section 2, there are collective (or ‘joint’) actions which do not involve collective agency.
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4. A Fourth Contrast
I seek a fourth contrast to add to the earlier three (see Section 2). is will be
a pair of cases in both of which Bratman’s conditions are met, although one
involves alpha collective agency whereas the other does not. I do not claim
that the contrast considered in this section shows that Bratman’s proposal
is wrong. My aim is only to motivate considering alternatives to Bratman’s
proposal by indicating the sort of case that might yield a counterexample.
As background, recall that there can be something that several people do
collectively without exercising collective agency, as in the story about commuters breaking the elevator from Section 2. One consequence is that an
individual can unilaterally have intentions concerning what several people
will collectively do. (By saying that someone has such an intention unilaterally, I mean she intends irrespective of whether others intend the same.)
To illustrate, suppose that Ayesha, one of the commuters, knows that all the
others will get into the elevator irrespective of whether she elbows her way
in or not. Suppose, further, that she knows that the elevator will break only
if all of the commuters including herself are in it. en she can intend, unilaterally, that they, the commuters, collectively break the elevator. (Detailed
defence of this sort of possibility against objections about what individuals can intend is given in Bratman (1997).) I shall exploit this possibility in
describing a pair of cases that contrast with respect to collective agency.
Ayesha and Beatrice each have one wrist handcuﬀed to the steering
wheel of a moving car. ey are matched in strength closely enough that
neither can decide the car’s course alone: its movements will be a consequence of both of their actions. Ayesha, determined that Beatrice should
die and wishing to die herself, is wondering how she could bring this about.
inking that she could pull her gun on Beatrice to force her to cooperate,
she intends, unilaterally, that they, Ayesha and Beatrice, drive the car oﬀ
the road and over a cliﬀ. But a sudden jolt causes the gun to ﬂy from her
hand and land far out of reach. Just as it seems she will have to abandon
her intention, it strikes her that Beatrice has an intention which renders the
gun unnecessary. For Beatrice, whose thoughts and actions mirror Ayesha’s,
plainly intends what Ayesha intends, namely that they drive the car over the
cliﬀ. So Ayesha retains this intention and changes her mind only about the
means. Whereas before she intended that they do this by way of her gun, she
now intends that they do it by way of her and Beatrice’s intentions that they
drive the car over the cliﬀ. Beatrice’s intention renders Ayesha’s gun unnecessary. Now Beatrice, continuing to mirror Ayesha, also forms an intention
about their intentions. Further, all this is common knowledge between them.
So this is a case in which the conditions imposed in Bratman’s proposal about
collective agency are met: the agents not only each intend that they perform
the action (driving the car over the cli) but also intend that they do so in
7
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accordance with these intentions and meshing subplans of them.
Contrast this case with elma and Louise’s beer known and more romantic intentional car crash (the two friends evade capture by driving oﬀ
a cliﬀ together; Khouri 1992). Whereas elma and Louise’s escape is a
paradigm case of collective agency, the episode involving Ayesha and Beatrice does not seem to involve collective agency at all, and certainly not alpha
collective agency. For Ayesha conceives of Beatrice’s intention merely as an
opportunity to exploit, something that achieves what she would prefer to
have ensured by force of arms. And Beatrice does likewise. Each is willing
to be exploited in order to be able to exploit the other. While not all forms of
exploitation are incompatible with collective agency, it seems unlikely that
collective agency can consist only in the kind of mutual exploitation exempliﬁed by Ayesha and Beatrice. is indicates that Bratman’s proposal does
not yield suﬃcient conditions for collective agency. Or at least the conditions are not suﬃcient for alpha collective agency, that is, for the degree or
kind of collective agency the proposal is supposed to capture. Apparently,
appealing to intentions about intentions does not enable us to distinguish
actions involving alpha collective agency from actions not involving it.
is fourth contrast is a challenge to Bratman’s proposal just as the third
contrast (the one with the gangsters walking in the Tarantino sense) is a
challenge to the Simple View. Someone who wanted to reject the Simple
View and endorse Bratman’s proposal would need to hold that something
like the third contrast is genuine while insisting the fourth contrast is merely
apparent.
Is this a decisive objection to Bratman’s proposal? Clearly it is not. Aer
all, one might deny that the fourth contrast is genuine and insist that, whatever intuitions anyone might have to the contrary, Ayesha and Beatrice are
exercising alpha collective agency. is form of response could be made to
any of the contrasts oﬀered; the objection to the Simple View, for instance,
is similarly non-decisive. Other responses to the contrasts are surely conceivable too.
What, then, can we conclude from the four contrasts? It would be a mistake simply to disregard them. True, they do not provide decisive grounds
for rejecting the views we have so far considered. But none of the narrowly
philosophical considerations oﬀered in this area have provided decisive reasons for accepting or rejecting a view about collective agency. e contrasts
are valuable because they indicate that something is missing from even the
best, most carefully developed aempt to distinguish alpha collective agency
from other kinds or degrees of collective agency and from parallel but merely
individual agency. What is missing?
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5. Interconnected Planning vs Parallel Planning
Bratman’s proposal about collective agency is part of an aempt to provide
a planning theory of agency, both individual and collective. Let us say that
our plans are interconnected just if facts about your plans feature in mine
and conversely. en Bratman’s proposal about collective agency (see Section 3 on page 5) implies that where our actions are guided by appropriately interconnected planning, we are exercising alpha collective agency. In
the previous section I aempted to motivate doubt about whether interconnected planning is suﬃcient for alpha collective agency by appeal to Ayesha
and Beatrice, whose actions are driven by interconnected planning but who,
apparently, do not exercise alpha collective agency. Could we deny that interconnected planning is suﬃcient for collective agency while nevertheless
holding on to a more general insight about planning—the insight that we can
understand something about how collective agency diﬀers from parallel but
merely individual agency by considering the kinds of planning characteristic
of the former? My aim in the rest of this chapter is to show that we could.
Many collective actions are subject to a certain kind of relational constraint. Suppose that you and I are tasked with moving a table out of a room,
through a narrow doorway. When, where and how you should grasp, li
and move depends on when, where and how I will do these things; and conversely. How could we meet such relational constraints on our actions?
One way is by means of interconnected planning. When moving the
table, interconnected planning would require two things of you (and likewise of me). You would need to form a view about my plans for my part of
our action. And you would need to make plans for your part which mesh
with what you know of my plans. In this case we each have in mind two
separate plans—one for your actions and one for mine—that need to be interconnected. e need for interconnection means that the plan you end up
with must involve not only facts about the size and weight of the table and
the aperture of the doorway but also facts about my plans. Interconnected
planning is meta-planning.
But there is another, perhaps more natural way of proceeding that
doesn’t require interconnected planning. Instead of considering separately
how you and I should each act and then needing to interconnect these two
things, you might simply consider how two people in our situation should
move the table through the door; and I might do likewise. In this case, the
question that guides preparation for action is not, How should I act? but,
How should we act? Answering this question results in us each having in
mind one plan for our actions (rather than two separate plans, one for your
actions and one for mine). So no interconnection is needed. is second
approach to moving the table exempliﬁes parallel planning: we each make a
plan for all of our actions.
9
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So the diﬀerence between interconnected and parallel planning concerns
how many plans we each have in mind. In interconnected planning, we each
have two plans in mind, one for my actions and one for yours. In parallel
planning, we each have just one plan in mind, a single plan that describes
how we, you and I,10 should act.
e distinction between having one plan in mind and having two plans
in mind may initially seem too subtle to maer. A plan is a structure of
representations of outcomes, where the structure is subject to the normative requirements that the outcomes represented can be partially ordered by
the means-end relation yielding a tree with a single root, and that the way
the representations are structured corresponds to this tree. Any two separate plans that you could both execute can be combined into a single plan.
e single plan is simply to implement each of the two formerly separate
plans. is might seem to indicate, misleadingly, that there is no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between making a single plan and making two separate plans.
But there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences. One diﬀerence arises from the ways
plans can be structured. is can be seen by reﬂection on individual agency.
Suppose you have to organise two events, a workshop and a wedding. If the
two events were largely independent of each other, it would be simplest to
make two separate plans for them. But suppose there are many constraints
linking the two events. Some participants at the workshop are also wedding guests, and it happens that many choices of transport, entertainment
and catering for one event constrain possible choices for the other event.
Envisaging the complex interdependence of these two plans, you might reasonably be inclined to make a single plan for the wedding and workshop.
is could be simpler than making two separate plans because it allows for
greater ﬂexibility in structuring subplans than would making separate plans
for the workshop and wedding and then combining them. For instance, if
you make separate plans for the wedding and workshop, you need subplans
for transport in each plan and so are forced to divide the problem of transporting participants into the problem of transporting them for the workshop
and the problem of transporting them for the wedding. Making a single plan
for both events allows you to treat transport as a single problem (but it does
not require you to do so, of course). is illustrates one way in which our
each having two plans in mind, as happens in interconnected planning, can
be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from our each having a single plan for all of our
actions in mind, as happens in parallel planning.
10

In specifying that a plan describes how we, you and I, should act, I do not mean to imply
that the plan must be, or include, a plan for how you should act where this is something
over and above being a plan for how we should act. (Distinguishing senses in which a
plan on which I act might be a plan for how you should act requires some care.) I specify
‘you and I’ just to emphasise that the plan is supposed to answer, partially or wholly, the
question, What should we do? and not only the question, What should I do?
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Perhaps distinguishing collective agency from parallel but merely individual agency requires us to focus, not on interconnected planning, but on
parallel planning. Some readers may already wish to object that invoking
the notion of parallel planning is somehow incoherent. I will eventually consider grounds for this objection (see the end of Section 6) and how it might
be overcome (see Sections 7 and 8). But for now please suspend disbelief
and let me ﬁrst explain why, assuming the notion is coherent, reﬂection on
parallel planning may provide insights about collective agency.
How does parallel planning enable agents to coordinate their actions?
Suppose you and I are parents about to change our baby’s nappy. is involves preparing the baby and preparing the nappy. You’re holding the baby
and I’m nearest the pile of clean nappies, so there’s a single most salient way
of dividing the task between us. Preparing the baby is, of course, a complex
action with many components. Now there are relational constraints on how
the baby and nappy should be prepared; how you clean constrains, and is
constrained by, how I prepare the clean nappy (because we don’t want to get
pooh on it). How do we meet these relational constraints? Suppose that we
engage in parallel planning, and that, thanks to environmental constraints,
our locations and planning abilities, we predictably and non-accidentally end
up with plans that match.11 Your having a single plan for our actions, yours
and mine, means that your plan for your actions is constrained by your plan
for my actions. And the fact that our plans match means that your plan for
my actions is, or matches, my plan for my actions. So thanks to our parallel
planning—to the fact that we each plan the whole action—your plan for your
actions is indirectly constrained by my plan for my actions; and conversely.
As this example illustrates, parallel planning sometimes enables us to
meet relational constraints on our actions not by thinking about each other’s
plans or intentions but, more directly, by planning each other’s actions. By
virtue of parallel planning, you can use the same planning processes which
enable you to meet constraints on relations between several of your own actions in order to meet constraints on relations between your own and others’
actions.
e fact that parallel planning enables agents to coordinate their actions
in this way does not imply that it can help us to understand collective agency.
Aer all, if there were no more to exercising collective agency than merely
11

Two or more agents’ plans match just if they are the same, or similar enough that the
diﬀerences don’t maer in the following sense. First, for each agent’s plan, let the self
part be the bits concerning the agent’s own actions and let the other part be the other
bits. Now consider what would happen if, for a particular agent, the other part of her plan
were as nearly identical to the self part (or parts) of the other’s plan (or others’ plans)
as psychologically possible. Should this agent’s self part be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent? If
not, let us say that any diﬀerences between her plan and the other’s (or others’) are not
relevant for her. Finally, if for some agents’ plans the diﬀerences between them are not
relevant for any of the agents, then let us say that the diﬀerences don’t maer.
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coordinating actions, the diﬃculties in characterising collective agency partially surveyed in Section 2 would hardly arise. Why suppose that the notion
of parallel planning—assuming for the moment that it is even coherent—
might help us to understand collective agency?

6. Parallel Planning and Collective Agency
Suppose you and I are about to set up a tent in a windy ﬁeld. If we ﬁrst collectively plan how we will do this and then act on our plan, it seems clear
enough that we are exercising collective agency. Can we invoke collective
planning in order to explain collective agency? To do so might involve circularity because collective planning might itself involve collective agency.
My suggestion is that invoking parallel planning enables us to capture much
the same insight about collective agency that invoking collective planning
would, but without the risk of circularity and with greater generality. Let
me explain.
It is a familiar idea that, in thinking about your own future actions, there
are two sorts of perspective you can adopt. You can adopt the perspective of
an outsider and think about your own actions in a theoretical way. Alternatively, you can adopt the perspective of the agent and think about your own
actions in a practical way. One good indicator that the theoretical and practical perspectives are distinct is that, as several philosophers have noted, in
considering actions practically you should disregard biases, limits and nonrational quirks which mean your actions sometimes fail to conform to your
intentions, even if these are highly reliable.
Can you adopt a practical perspective on actions which, we both know,
I will perform? Initially it might seem that you could not do this without
irrationality or confusion. But suppose I ask you how I could get around
this obstacle (say). To answer this question you might imaginatively put
yourself in my place and deliberate about how to get around the obstacle.
In doing this you are taking a practical perspective on actions which I, not
you, will eventually perform. You are not, of course, engaged in practical
reasoning concerning those actions: your reasoning is, aer all, not actually
directed to action. Nevertheless, there is a ﬁne line between what you are
doing—call it practical deliberation—and practical reasoning. For suppose
that, unexpectedly, you ﬁnd yourself actually in my place and needing to get
around the obstacle. You do not now need to start planning your actions: the
planning has already been done. Indeed, for you to consider afresh how to
act now that it turns out to be you rather than me who is facing the obstacle
would indicate that you had not done your best to answer my question. So
when imaginatively puing yourself in my place, you can adopt a practical
perspective on actions which I will eventually perform and doing so actually
12
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prepares you to act.
Invoking the notion of parallel planning involves going just a tiny step
further. In parallel planning, it is not just that we each adopt a practical
perspective on actions some of which the other will eventually perform. It is
also that we each adopt a perspective from which both of our actions, yours
and mine, are parts of a single plan. We are thereby thinking practically
about all of these actions simultaneously. To return to seing up our tent
in the windy ﬁeld, rather than collectively planning our actions we might
each individually deliberate about how to proceed and, realising that just
one plan is most salient to both of us, spring into action without needing to
confer. It is not that we are thinking of each other’s actions exactly as if they
were our own, of course; but we are also not thinking of them in a merely
theoretical way, as the actions of someone who is just passing by. From the
perspective we each adopt in parallel planning, our actions, yours and mine,
have a certain kind of practical unity.
Why is this signiﬁcant? Return for a moment to the two gangsters walking in the Tarantino sense and what I am calling the Simple View (see Section
2). According to the Simple View, for some agents’ walking together to involve collective agency it is suﬃcient that their walking be appropriately
guided by intentions, on the part of each agent, that they, these agents, walk
together. Now, as you may recall, earlier I noted that the Simple View seems
incorrect because gangsters might act on such intentions while forcing each
other to walk at gunpoint. It is this sort of problem that Bratman uses to
motivate complicating the Simple View with appeal to interconnected planning (compare Bratman 1992, pp. 132–4; Bratman 2014, pp. 48–52). But the
problem might also be overcome by invoking parallel planning. Consider
the view that for us to exercise (alpha) collective agency in walking together
it is suﬃcient that:
1. we each intend that we, you and I, walk (the Simple View);
2. we pursue these intentions by means of parallel planning; and
3. our plans predictably and non-accidentally match.
is view correctly implies that the gangsters’ walking is not an exercise of
(alpha) collective agency. is is because pursuing an intention by means
of parallel planning means taking a practical aitude towards each other’s
actions. Where the above conditions, (1)–(3), are met, for one of the agents
to point a gun at the other to force her to walk would be almost like her
pointing a gun at herself in order to force herself to do something she plans
to do. is would involve a form of irrationality. So if the gangsters were
pursuing their intentions that they walk by means of parallel planning, they
could not rationally be forcing each other to walk at gunpoint.
13
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Invoking parallel planning also enables us to distinguish the case of
Ayesha and Beatrice from that of elma and Louise, which Bratman’s proposal was unable to do (see Section 4 on page 7). Ayesha and Beatrice, who
are handcuﬀed to the steering wheel of a moving car, each rely on the other’s
intention only for want of a gun. From their perspectives, the other’s intention is just one among many factors that might have justiﬁed relying on the
other to perform actions that bear a certain relation to her own. is shows
that they each adopt a theoretical perspective when thinking about the others’ actions and intentions. So they cannot be pursuing their intentions by
means of parallel planning. By contrast, elma and Louise decide what
they will do, which indicates that they each adopt the perspective required
for parallel planning. So appeal to the above conditions, (1)–(3), but not to
Bratman’s proposal (see Section 3 on page 5), plausibly gives us what seems,
pre-theoretically, to be the right result: Ayesha and Beatrice are not, whereas
elma and Louise are, exercising (alpha) collective agency.
is is one reason for supposing that reﬂection on parallel planning may
yield insights into what distinguishes collective agency (or the alpha variety
of it), insights that cannot be got from reﬂection on interconnected planning.
Whereas engaging in interconnected planning is consistent with thinking of
all others’ plans and intentions merely as opportunities to exploit or constraints to work around, engaging in parallel planning involves each agent
taking a practical perspective on everyone’s actions simultaneously and so
conceiving of them as having a certain kind of practical unity.
ere’s just one tiny problem. Engaging in parallel planning seems, on
the face of it, to be always either irrational or else dependent on confusion
about whose actions are whose. Why? For us to engage in parallel planning
is for each of us to plan both of our actions, yours and mine. is implies, of
course, that we each plan actions that are not our own: if things go well, your
plan for our actions will include actions the agent of which is not you but me;
and likewise for my plan. But assuming (for now) that the elements of plans
are intentions, this means that among the things you would be intending
are some actions that I will eventually perform; and, likewise, among the
things I am intending are some things that will eventually be your actions. So
how could we engage in parallel planning without irrationality or confusion?
Aer all, you can’t knowingly intend my actions, at least not in the kinds of
case we are considering (there may be other cases; see Roth 2010).
As things stand, then, anyone seeking to avoid conceptually radical innovation in theorising about collective agency has an awkward choice. She
has a choice between existing proposals which seem to fail to give genuinely
suﬃcient conditions for alpha collective agency and a new proposal involving conditions that, apparently, are met only when the agents are irrational
or confused. What to do?
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7. Two Lines of Argument
ere are at least two lines of argument that might be used to show that
parallel planning can occur without irrationality or confusion, thereby defending the idea that reﬂection on parallel planning will yield insights about
collective agency. One line—call it the hard line—would be to argue that
there is a propositional aitude which resembles intention in some essential respects, and which is inferentially integrated with intention, but which
you can have towards actions even where you know that some of these actions will be performed by others in exercising collective agency with you.
Perhaps, for instance, we can rescue parallel planning from charges of irrationality by identifying certain ways in which intentions or closely related
aitudes can be open-ended not only with respect to means but also with
respect to agents. While it may be tempting to take the hard line, I shall not
do so here.12
ere is an alternative line of argument which might be used to show that
parallel planning can occur without irrationality or confusion. is involves
considering processes and representations more primitive than full-blown
planning and intention. As we shall see, there appear to be representations
which are like intention in some ways but which can be had concerning
others’ actions (as well as your own) without irrationality or confusion.
is second line of argument is fraught with diﬃculties. Philosophers
have barely begun to consider how discoveries about the mechanisms which
make collective agency possible might bear on theories of what it is.13 e
next section oﬀers reasons for holding that if we broaden our view to include
processes and representations more primitive than full-blown planning and
intention, there are mundane cases in which parallel planning (or something
resembling it in respects to be speciﬁed) need involve neither irrationality
nor confusion.
12

Support for the hard line might be extracted from Laurence (2011). He defends the view
that, in some cases, several agents’ ‘individual, ﬁrst-person-singular actions are all subject to the special collective action sense of the question “Why?” and […] the same answer
holds in each case’ (p. 289). While there are many diﬀerences between Laurence’s view
and the line I am considering, both appear commied to the idea that exercising collective agency sometimes involves this: that from the point of view of any individual agent,
it is almost as if all the agents’ actions are guided by a single piece of practical reasoning.

13

is is not to say that philosophers have not aempted this at all; see, for example, Tollefsen (2005) or Galloi and Frith (2013).
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8. Parallel Planning and Motor Representation14
Consider the motor processes that enable you to reach for, grasp and transfer objects in a coordinated and ﬂuid way. Are these planning processes?
ey are distinct from the sort of planning that might involve geing your
diary out—planning to paint a house, or to travel from London to Stugart,
say. Nevertheless, such motor processes resemble planning activities both
in that they involve computing means from representations of ends (Bekkering et al. 2000; Graon and Hamilton 2007) and in that they involve meeting constraints relating actions which must occur at diﬀerent times (Jeannerod 2006; Zhang and Rosenbaum 2007; Rosenbaum et al. 2012). If we think
about planning in a narrow way, then, plausibly, these motor processes are
not planning processes. But given the two points of resemblance just mentioned, we can coherently follow much of the scientiﬁc literature in adopting
a broader notion of planning, one that encompasses both planning-like motor processes and full-blown, get-your-diary-out planning. Here I shall use
‘planning’ in this second, broader sense.
Motor representations are representations of the sort that characteristically feature in motor processes; they play a key role in monitoring and
planning actions (e.g. Wolpert et al. 1995; Miall and Wolpert 1996). Motor
representations can be distinguished from intentions and representations of
other kinds by their format, much as visual representations can be distinguished by their format (Buerﬁll and Sinigaglia 2014). Motor representations are not limited to representations of bodily conﬁgurations and joint
displacements. In fact, some motor representations resemble intentions in
representing outcomes such as the grasping of an object or the movement of
an object from one place to another. Relatedly, some motor representations
resemble intentions in coordinating multiple component activities by virtue
of their role as elements in hierarchical, plan-like structures, and coordinating these activities in a way that would normally facilitate the represented
outcome’s occurrence (Hamilton and Graon 2008; Pacherie 2008, pp. 18990).
How are motor representations relevant to our diﬃculties with the notion of parallel planning? Motor representations lead a kind of double life.
For motor representations occur not only when you perform an action but
sometimes also when you observe an action. Indeed there are some striking similarities between the sorts of processes and representations usually
involved in performing a particular action and those which typically occur
when observing someone else perform that action. In some cases it is almost
14

is section draws on work in progress with Corrado Sinigaglia and, separately, Natalie
Sebanz and Lincoln Colling. But it is not endorsed by these researchers, who would
probably have avoided the mistakes I will doubtless have made.
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as if the observer were planning the observed action, only to stop just short
of performing it herself.15 When motor representations of outcomes trigger
a planning-like process in action observation, this may allow the observer to
predict others’ actions (Flanagan and Johansson 2003; Ambrosini et al. 2011,
2012; Costantini et al. 2013). ere is no question, then, that motor representations concerning others’ actions, not just your own, can occur in you.16
Perhaps, then, there could be parallel planning involving motor processes
and representations. If so, the double life of motor representations tells us
that parallel planning does not always involve irrationality or confusion.
Of course, one might doubt that motor representations can coherently
lead a double life. Aer all, this might appear to involve one and the same
aitude having two directions of ﬁt, world-to-mind insofar as it is involved
in planning for action and mind-to-world insofar as it is involved in observing and predicting others’ actions. Avoiding this apparent incoherence may
demand some subtleties; but as this issue is one that arises independently of
issues about collective agency, I shall put it aside here. e overwhelming
evidence that motor representations do in fact lead a double life is a reason,
not decisive but compelling, to hold that the core idea must somehow be
coherent.
My suggestion, then, is that parallel planning is not always incoherent
or confused if it sometimes involves motor representations rather than intentions. But is there any evidence that parallel planning involving motor
representations ever occurs? Planning concerning another’s actions sometimes occurs not only in observing her act but also in exercising collective
agency with her (Kourtis et al. 2013; Meyer et al. 2011). Such planning can inform planning for your own actions, and even planning that involves meeting constraints on relations between your actions and hers (Vesper et al.
2013; Novembre et al. 2013; Loehr and Palmer 2011; Meyer et al. 2013). is
is suggestive but compatible with two possibilities. It could be that there
is a single planning processes concerning all agents’ actions, just as parallel planning requires; but it might also be that, in each agent, there are two
largely separate planning processes, one for each agent’s actions. Where the
laer possibility obtains, there is no parallel planning. Fortunately, there is
some neurophysiological and behavioural evidence for the former possibil15

For reviews, see Jeannerod (2006); Rizzolai and Sinigaglia (2008, 2010). If motor representations occur in action observation, then observing actions might sometimes facilitate
performing compatible actions and interfere with performing incompatible actions. Both
eﬀects do indeed occur, as several studies have shown (Brass et al. 2000; Craighero et al.
2002; Kilner et al. 2003; Costantini et al. 2012).
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Note that this does not imply that others’ actions are ever represented as others’ actions motorically. It may be that some or all motor representations are agent-neutral in
the sense that their contents do not specify any particular agent or agents (Ramsey and
Hamilton 2010).
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ity. Sometimes when exercising collective agency, the agents have a single
representation of the whole action, not only separate representations of each
agent’s part (Tsai et al. 2011; Loehr et al. 2013; Ménoret et al. 2013). So while
we should be cautious given that the most relevant evidence is relatively recent, it is reasonable to conjecture, at least provisionally, that parallel planning may sometimes involve motor representations rather than intentions.
is conjecture is one way (perhaps not the only way) of rescuing the view
that we can give suﬃcient conditions for (alpha) collective agency by invoking parallel planning.
Or is it? Consider again the fourth contrast, the contrast of Ayesha and
Beatrice’s driving oﬀ the cliﬀ with elma and Louise’s (see Section 4 on
page 7). Earlier I suggested that Ayesha and Beatrice’s actions couldn’t rationally be driven by parallel planning because this would involve each taking
a practical perspective on both of their actions, thereby making it irrational
for her to consider forcing the other to act in something like the way it would
be irrational for her to consider forcing herself to act. But now we are considering a broader notion of planning, one that does not invariably involve
the agent adopting a practical perspective, or any perspective at all. is
may make it unclear whether we can give suﬃcient conditions for collective
agency by invoking parallel planning.
To solve this problem we must consider how intentions and motor representations are related. Motor representations are not themselves objects of
awareness, but they do shape agents’ awareness of the kinds of actions they
can perform. Further, they do this in such a way that it is possible, sometimes at least, for intending that an outcome obtain (that you grasp this mug,
say) to trigger a motor representation of a matching17 outcome. When an intention is appropriately related to awareness of the kinds of action one can
perform and triggers a motor representation, no further practical reasoning
about how to act is needed from the agent and it would be irrational for her
to so reason. So where two agents each intend that they, these two agents,
move an object or drive a car over the cliﬀ, and where these intentions are
appropriately related to the agents’ awareness of their abilities and trigger
motor representations of matching outcomes, the only rational way for their
actions to proceed is by parallel planning. is is why neither Ayesha’s nor
Beatrice’s initial intention that they drive over the cliﬀ could have been appropriately related to awareness of action possibilities and triggered a motor
representation of a matching outcome. Had this been the case, their further
deliberation about how to proceed would imply that they are irrational or
confused; but, by stipulation, they are not. So the notion of parallel planning, even where it involves appeal to a broad notion of planning, can, aer
17

Two outcomes match in a particular context just if, in that context, either the occurrence
of the ﬁrst outcome would normally constitute or cause, at least partially, the occurrence
of the second outcome or vice versa.
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all, be used to give suﬃcient conditions for alpha collective agency.

9. Conclusion
My question was, Which planning mechanisms enable agents to coordinate
their actions, and what if anything do these tell us about the nature of collective agency? In this chapter I have contrasted two planning mechanisms
(see Section 5 on page 9). e ﬁrst, due to Bratman (1992; 2014), is interconnected planning involving a structure of intentions and knowledge states.
In such interconnected planning, you have intentions concerning my intentions, and I likewise; your plans feature facts about mine, and conversely. So
interconnected planning is meta-planning: each agent’s plan concerns not
only facts about her environment and the objects in it but also facts about
the other agents’ plans. e second mechanism is parallel planning as implemented by motor processes: in each agent there is a single plan concerning
all of the agents’ actions. In parallel planning, no agent need have intentions
about any other agent’s intentions or represent facts about any other agent’s
plans: rather, each plans the others’ actions as well as her own. is allows
agents to use ordinary planning mechanisms to coordinate with others (as
illustrated in Section 5).
Reﬂection on the sorts of contrast case that are sometimes used to get
a pre-theoretic ﬁx on a notion of collective agency indicates that interconnected planning is not suﬃcient for collective agency unless much simpler
conditions are also suﬃcient (see Section 4 on page 7). Or, if we allow that
there are multiple kinds or degrees of collective agency, reﬂection on these
contrast cases indicates that interconnected planning is not suﬃcient for alpha collective agency, that is, for the form or degree of collective agency
that we aimed to characterise. It seems that interconnected planning can’t
be what collective agency at boom consists in because agents can have
interconnected plans while thinking of each other’s intentions only as opportunities to exploit and constraints to work around, and so without conceiving of themselves as exercising collective agency. It may be that, contra
Bratman’s proposal (outlined in Section 3 on page 5), no amount of forming
intentions about others’ intentions and acquiring knowledge of such intentions is suﬃcient, all by itself, for alpha collective agency.
is motivates considering the possibility that we can understand something about collective agency, or some forms of it at least, by invoking parallel planning. While it was perhaps initially tempting to suppose that parallel
planning always involves irrationality or confusion, reﬂection on discoveries about motor representation reveals that parallel planning can occur in
good cases too (see Section 8 on page 16). But what grounds might there
be to think that invoking parallel planning will succeed where invoking in19
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terconnected planning has failed? Parallel planning involves explicitly or
implicitly adopting a perspective that allows each agent to make sense of
the idea that her own and others’ actions are all elements in a single plan
or all parts of the exercise of a single ability (see Section 6 on page 12). So
in parallel planning, the agents’ actions appear to the agents themselves to
have a kind of practical unity not unlike the kind of practical unity that multiple actions of a single agent sometimes have. And this is just what we need
for collective agency. In some cases, it may be that parallel planning is what
distinguishes exercises of (alpha) collective agency from parallel exercises of
merely individual agency.
Does this imply that there is no role for interconnected planning at
all? One requirement for parallel planning to support exercises of collective agency is that the agents involved have, or eventually end up with,
non-accidentally matching plans. is matching can sometimes be achieved
thanks to a combination of similarities in the agents’ planning abilities, environmental constraints and experimentation. But there will, of course,
be many situations in which these factors are insuﬃcient to yield nonaccidentally matching plans. Perhaps, then, interconnected planning matters in part because it enables agents to non-accidentally make matching
plans in some situations. On this view, interconnected planning is not constitutive of collective agency but it does extend the range of cases in which
agents can coordinate their actions in ways necessary to successfully exercise collective agency.
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